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Phases of matter worksheet chemistry

Worksheets include phases of matter (solid, liquid, gas), forms of substances, measures taken at each stage by the molecule concerned. We begin this section of the worksheet by classifying many different substances in the chart. We move on to exploring the states of matter using a fun puzzle. After that, we will look at complete
changes in the stages of these substances. Then we move on to drawing molecules using water as our guide. We describe the shape and movement of the molecules along the way. If you're looking for base sheets, slide down a bit on the page. Page 2 [Home] This worksheet is a PDF document. You'll need Adobe Acrobat Reader to
view a worksheet or answers. Each sheet can consist of several pages, scroll down to everything. 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, HomeschoolPage 2 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Homeschool, StaffPage 23rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 10th, 10th, 9th 11th, 12th 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th,
7th, 8th, 9th, 5th 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Homeschool , Employees, not SpecificPage Grade 57th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 11th , 12., Adult Education, HomeschoolPage 6Prek, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 11th, 12.th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th,
11th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Homeschool, Staff This phase water diagram shows its phases at different temperatures and pressures. Matter can exist in four phases (or states), solid, liquid, gaseous and plasma, plus several other extreme phases such as critical liquids and degenerate gases. In general, as the solid heats up
(or as the pressure decreases), it turns into a liquid form, and eventually becomes gas. For example, ice (frozen water) melts into liquid water when heated. As the water boils, the water evaporates and becomes water vapor. Sometimes the solid gets directly from solid to gas - this is the call of sublimation. An example of sublimation is dry
ice, a solid (frozen) form of carbon dioxide, CO2, which turns into carbon dioxide gas at standard temperature and pressure - there is no liquid phase of CO2 at standard temperature and pressure. Solid: A solid is a mass in which molecules are very close together and cannot move. Examples of solids include rocks, wood and ice (frozen
water). Liquid: A liquid is a mass in which molecules are close together and move slowly. Examples of liquids include drinking water, mercury at room temperature and lava (molten rock). Gas: Gas is a mass in which molecules are widely separated, move freely and move at high speed. Examples of gases include gases we breathe
(nitrogen, oxygen and others), helium in balloons, and steam (water vapor). Plasma: Plasma is which consists of free-floating ions (atoms deprived of some electrons - positively charged) and free electrons (negatively charged). Plasma conducts electrical currents. Plasma was discovered by William Crookes in 1879. There are many
different types of plasma. There is plasma in the stars (including our sun); The solar wind in our solar system is made of plasma. Supercritical fluid: A supercritical (or critical) liquid is a liquid/gas under extreme pressure. These supercritical liquids have unique properties, fluid density and gas mobility. Supercritical fluids exist deep inside
some planets; for example, there is supercritical water deep inside the Earth. Degenerate gas: Degenerate gas is one that is super-compressed and very dense. The molecules of this degenerate gas practically touch each other, and the gas acts similarly to a solid. Unlike gases under normal conditions, the temperature in the degenerate
gas does not depend on pressure. These gases are governed by quantum mechanical laws. Sheets and activities about mass phases: Mass worksheet phases Go to printable phases of a mass sheet. Or go to the answers on the worksheet. Mass wheel phasesThese are the phases of the mass wheel using this 2-page printout; consists
of a base page along with a wheel that revolves around. When you spin the wheel, three phases of matter appear: solid, liquid and gas (plus explanations and some examples of each). The student then writes down the phases of matter and one example of each of them. Methods of mass change: Physical mixtures, chemical reactions
and nuclear reactions. Response.
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